Abstract. We generalize the colored Alexander invariant of knots to an invariant of graphs and we construct a face model for this invariant by using the corresponding 6j -symbols, which come from the non-integral representations of the quantum group U q .sl 2 /. We call it the SL.2; C/-quantum 6j -symbols, and show their relation to the hyperbolic volume of a truncated tetrahedron.
Introduction
The 6j -symbols were first introduced by Racah for studying atomic spectroscopy and later used by Ponzano and Regge as well as Biedenharn and Louck (and many others) in the study of the theory of gravity by using representation theory of the Lie algebra sl 2 . Their quantized version first appeared in [17] , where the face model of the colored Jones invariants of knots and links was constructed using quantum 6j -symbols instead of quantum R-matrices. The quantum 6j -symbols were also used to construct the Turaev-Viro invariant of three manifods ( [25] ), which turned out to be the square of the norm of the Witten-Reshetikhin-Turaev invariant ( [24] ). More recently, R. Kashaev constructed knot invariants from quantized dilogarithm functions and observed ( [12] ) that certain limit of his invariants coincide with the hyperbolic volume of the knot complement; later it turned out ( [18] ) that the Kashaev invariant is the colored Jones invariant of spin n 1 2 at q D n , where n is the primitive 2n-th root of unity exp p 1 n . In other words, the Kashaev invariant comes from the n dimensional irreducible representation of U n .sl 2 /.
When q D n , there exist other invariants related to U n .sl 2 /, such as the colored Alexander invariant ( [1] , [20] , and [9] ), the logarithmic invariant ( [21] ), and the Hennings invariant ( [11] ). The colored Alexander invariant is related to the central deformation of the n-dimensional irreducible representation of U n .sl 2 /, which is a non-integral highest weight representation. Let z U n .sl 2 / be the small (or restricted) quantum group which is a quotient of U n .sl 2 /. Then the logarithmic invariant is defined by using the radical part of a non-semisimple representation of z U n .sl 2 /. The Hennings invariant is an invariant of 3-manifolds coming from the right integral given by the finite dimensional Hopf algebra structure of z U n .sl 2 /. The logarithmic and Hennings invariants are both related to the logarithmic conformal field theory ( [6] ), and can be expressed in terms of the colored Alexander invariant ( [21] ).
The main purpose of this paper is to investigate the quantum 6j -symbols related to the non-integral highest weight representations of U n .sl 2 /, and show their relations to the hyperbolic volume of a truncated tetrahedron. In Section 2 after recalling the basic facts about the category of non-integral highest weight representations, we define the Clebsch-Gordan quantum coefficients (CGQC) of the tensor product of two such modules, and then combine them to get the corresponding quantum 6j -symbols. For n odd, these 6j -symbols were already given and used to construct a 3-manifold invariants in [7] and [8] . Since the spin (parametrizing the irreducible representations of U n .sl 2 /) is a continuous parameter in the above construction, we will call the 6j -symbols computed through this representation theory the SL.2; C/-symbols, while we will call the usual quantum 6j -symbol (for instance those introduced in [17] ) the SU.2; C/-quantum 6j -symbols. For the sake of clarity, we moved all the proofs of algebraic statements in Appendix A.
Section 3 has the goal of relating the 6j -symbols to hyperbolic geometry. Many evidences support the idea that geometry should show up while considering asymptotical limits of quantum invariants. For instance the analysis of such limits for SU.2; C/ 6j -symbols, led to the (previously unknown) formulas for the volume of a hyperbolic tetrahedron ( [23] , [26] , and [22] ). Similarly various proofs have been provided of special cases of Kashaev's volume conjecture (see for instance [3] , [4] , [12] , [13] , [18] , and [27] ) showing that the hyperbolic volumes of link complements are indeed related to such asymptotical limits, and a geometric explanation for this phenomenon (even though not yet a proof) was provided by Yokota ([29] ). It was observed in [20] and [2] that the colored Alexander invariant is related to the hyperbolic volume of a cone manifold whose core is the given knot; this is analogous to the generalized volume conjecture of the Kashaev invariant with deformed q in [10] and [19] . Here, we show that the SL.2; C/ quantum 6j -symbol is related to the volume of a truncated tetrahedron.
Theorem 3.2 (see below)
. Let T be a truncated hyperbolic tetrahedron with oriented labeled edges, and let 0 < Â a , Â b , Â c , Â d , Â e , Â f < be the internal dihedral angles at the edges. Let a n ; b n ; c n ; d n ; e n ; f n be sequences of integers such that lim n!1 D Â a ; : : : ; lim n!1 D Â f ;. Put N a n D n 1 a n , : : : , N f n D n 1 f n . Using these parameters, the volume of T is given as follows:
The proof of the theorem exploits the peculiar behavior of 6j -symbols outlined in Lemma 2.16: they are finite sums positive real numbers each of which is growing exponentially fast. To compute the overall exponential growth of the sum is therefore sufficient to identify the summands with maximal growth rate. This key point is what makes relatively easy to compute the asymptotical behavior in our case: in general one has to deal with oscillating complex valued sums whose behavior is quite complicated. A similar property was used in [4] for 6j -symbols associated to the representation theory of U q .sl 2 / for generic q to prove an analogue of the generalized volume conjecture for tetrahedra. The rest of the proof shows that the maximal growth rate, expressed in terms of the angles of the tetrahedron, satisfies the same Schläfli differential equation as the volume function, thus they differ by a constant and finally that in a special case the two functions are equal.
In Section 4, interpreting graphically the morphisms between representations in the standard way, we generalize the colored Alexander invariant to an invariant of colored graphs (which we shall denote h; coli) which is essentially equal to the invariant given in [9] . After defining the invariant, we construct a face model for it by using the SL.2; C/ quantum 6j -symbols along with the method already used in [17] . This model is a generalization of those for the Conway function and the Alexander polynomial constructed by O. Viro [28] using the quantum supergroup gl.1 j 1/.
The following natural evolutions of the preceding results remains open. More in general similar questions may be asked for general trivalent graphs and knots. The fact (proved in Remark 4.7) that the Kashaev invariant of a knot can be computed as a limit with ! n 1 2
( being the color of the knot) makes it natural to expect that the SL.2; C/ quantum 6j -symbol could be a good tool to investigate the volume conjecture and quantized gravity (the latter being one of the original motivations to study the 6j -symbols). So it is natural to expect that the answer to the following question should be related to the generalized volume conjecture ( [10] Other direction of study left open by the present work are related to the TuraevViro type invariant of 3-manifolds introduced in [8] using SL.2; C/ 6j -symbols. Such invariants are defined for generic values of the parameters, and, specializing the parameters to half-integers, it is expected that they should be related to the logarithmic TQFT introduced in [6] and to the logarithmic invariant in [21] . This will be a subject of future study.
Representations of U n and their morphisms
In this section, we recall the key facts about the non-integral weight representations of U q .sl 2 /. In particular we construct the Clebsch-Gordan quantum coefficients (CGQC) and the 6j -symbols.
Highest weight representations of
Let n 2 N and let n be the primitive 2n-th root of unity exp
. For a complex number a, we will denote exp p 1a n by a n . We will also use the following notations:
fag D a n a n .a 2 C/;
and, if a b 2 f0; 1; : : : ; n 1g,
Remark 2.1. If a 2 Z then also b 2 Z and if a > n, b < n and a b < n then a b
is defined but it is 0.
We will often use implicitly the following identities:
fag D fn ag .a 2 C/;
n .a 2 f0; 1; : : : ; n 1g/;
.a b/ 2 f0; 1; : : : ; n 1g/;
Ä a n b n .a; b 2 C; .a b/ 2 f0; 1; : : : ; n 1g/;
as well as the following lemma.
Lemma 2.2. For any parameter a, b and a non-negative integer c, we have
Proof. In relation (2.1) replace by q; for generic q, the relation is true for the case that a and b are non-negative integers by (51) in [16] . Both sides of (2.1) are Laurent polynomials with respect to the variable q a , q b , and they are equal for any positive integers a and b. Therefore, these two polynomials are equal and the two sides of (2.1) coincide for any a and b for generic q. Then we can specialize q to n . Definition 2.3. For a parameter q ¤ 0;˙1, let U q .sl 2 / be the quantized enveloping algebra of sl 2 , which is the Hopf algebra generated by E, F , K, and K 1 with relations
and the Hopf algebra structure given by
.K˙1/ D K˙1˝K˙1;
S.E/ D qE;
From now on, we will stick to the case q D n unless explicitly stated the contrary. The proof of the following is a straightforward verification of the above relations. 2.2. The R-matrix. The R-matrix corresponding to the colored Alexander invariant is given in [1] , and is also used in [20] . The construction of the representation of U n .sl 2 / is a little bit different from that in [20] , and we define as mappings from V a˝V b to V b˝V a for any x 2 U n .sl 2 /, and
as mappings from V a˝V b˝V c to V c˝V b˝V a .
Proof. Let us sketch the proof of (2.6) for the generator E (the case of K and F is similar). On one side we have On the other hand this must be equal to .E/. We now use the fact that the ratio of two neighboring coefficients of one gets the equality
which is equivalent to
Equation ( 
:
Observing formula (3.5) of [1] , one easily sees that if the matrix G.˛;ˇ; C/ satisfies the braid relation, then it will keep satisfying it for any choice of ; ; f; F; Á; Ä. The R-matrix given by (2.5) is represented graphically as follows:
2.3. Clebsch-Gordan quantum coefficients. Let us consider the tensor product V a˝V b . By using standard arguments on the weight space decomposition, one can prove the following decomposition of the tensor product. 
and where the sum is taken over all z; w 0 such that z Ä u and w Ä v.
The coefficient C a;b;c u;v;t is called the Clebsch-Gordan quantum coefficient (CGQC). In order to get invariants of unoriented graphs, the operators associated to the other elementary graphs must constructed by "moving a leg of the Y -shaped graph up or down" (see Figure 1 ). Hence we define projectors
So, letting L In what follows, the Clebsch-Gordan quantum coefficients given by (2.9) will be represented graphically as follows: .) The following lemma is proved in Appendix A.3. is the identity on the subspace of V a˝V b isomorphic to V c .
Quantum 6j -symbols.
In this subsection, we compute the SL.2; C/ quantum 6j -symbol by using the CGQC introduced previously. The quantum 6j -symbol is defined by the relation in Figure 2 . The left diagram represents the composition of two inclusions
while the right diagram represents the composition of two inclusions
Let Ã l and Ã r be the resulting maps. Then Figure 2 translates the equality
The quantum 6j -symbols for non-integral highest weight representations are given as in the following theorem. (See Appendix A.4 for a proof.)
Figure 2. The quantum 6j -symbol is defined by the above diagram.
Theorem 2.12. For a, b, :
we have
where
Remark 2.13. These 6j -symbols were already computed in [7] .
Values of tetrahedra.
The following result is a straightforward consequence of the definition of 6j -symbols and of Lemma 2.10.
Lemma 2.14. It holds
We will prove later in much greater generality (Theorem 4.4) that
is the value of an invariant for the tetrahedron of Figure 3 and thus it has all the symmetries of the tetrahedron (up to switching the color of an edge with its complement to n 1 if the symmetry changes the orientation of the edge). is well defined even if some of parameters are half-integers, therefore from now on we will allow half-integers values for the parameters. So, in order to exploit this, let us set a definition.
Definition 2.15.
A triple of three integers .i; j; k/ is called admissible if they satisfy the following conditions:
The following lemma will be crucial in the proof of Theorem 3.2. 
for m < z < M. Then R.z/ is positive, and there is a unique integer z 0 such that r.z 0 / 1 and r.z 0 C 1/ Ä 1 for
Proof. Formula (2.18) comes from (2.14), (2.17) , and the relation
Observe that since the colors are integers the summation range OEm; M OE0; n 1 is the set of values of z in (2.14) such that all the binomials are non-zero. Moreover, for z satisfying m Ä z Ä M , the four binomials in R.z/ are all positive.
For z 2m; M we rewrite r.z/ as
Observe also that, since all colors are integers, r.z/ is continuous and real-valued for z 2m; M and since r.z/ > 1 if z is close to m and 0 < r.z/ < 1 if z is close to M , there exist a solution x 1 2 OEm; M of r.z/ D 1; thus R.z/ attains a local maximum at z 0 D bx 1 c. We will now show that x 1 is actually the only maximum of R on the interval OEm; M and this will conclude the proof. To prove this, we now show that there is only one solution to r.z/ D 1 in m; M by proving that r 0 .z/ < 0 for all
To conclude it is then sufficient to observe that for z 2m; M the following inequalities hold:
Indeed the latter two inequalities hold because for all 0 < y < x < it holds ctg.x/ ctg.y/ < 0, and the former two because for all 0 < x; y < such that x C y < it holds ctg.x/ ctg.y/ < 0. Thus f .z/ < 0 and so r 0 .z/ < 0 for all z 2m; M OE. This proves that z 0 D bx 1 c is the only maximum of R.z/ on OEm; M . Therefore we have
Therefore the following orthogonality relation holds:
where f ranges over all the complex numbers such that both b C d f and f C a c are in f0; 1; : : : ; n 1g.
Pentagon relation. It holds
where h ranges over all the complex numbers such that all of h C a c, g C b h, e C h i , a C h g, b C c h, and h C d i are in f0; 1; : : : ; n 1g. The proof of the relation is similar to that in the generic q case and it follows from the sequence here below:
Symmetry The symmetries are a consequence of Theorem 4.4. Since the change of the orientation of an edge colored by i corresponds to the change of the color i to N { D n 1 i , we have a group of 24 symmetries (induced by the invariance under isotopy) and (for instance) generated by the first 3 here below (we also specify some other elements of the group which will be used later):
(2.20)
Relation between the 6j -symbol and the hyperbolic volume
In this section, we investigate the relation between ® a b e d c f¯tet and the hyperbolic volume of an ideal or truncated hyperbolic tetrahedron.
3.1. Volume of an ideal tetrahedron. First, we consider an ideal tetrahedron T with dihedral angles˛,ˇ, and satisfying a CˇC D . Let a n , b n , and c n be sequences of integers such that lim n!1 2 a n n
, and a n C b n C c n D n 1. Then we have ² a n b n c n a n b n c n
The summand vanishes unless z D n 1 2b n and, using
we get ² a n b n c n a n b n c n
Theorem 3.1. The volume of the ideal tetrahedron T with dihedral angles˛,ˇ, is given as follows:
Moreover, letting N a n D n 1 a n , N b n D n 1 b n , and N c n D n 1 c n , it also holds
Proof. The limit is computed as follows:
which is equal to the volume of T . Here we use the Lobachevsky function for 0 < a < and a sequence of integers a n such that lim a!1 2 a n n D a. The last statement is a direct consequence of the fact that changing the coloring from a n ; b n ; c n to N a n ; N b n ; N c n is equivalent to switching all the orientations of the edges of the tetrahedron in Figure 3 without changing the labels, and the resulting graph is isotopic to the initial one, thus the invariants are equal for each n.
Volume of a truncated tetrahedron.
Let T be a truncated hyperbolic tetrahedron as in Figure 4 , which has four right-angled hexagons and four triangles. Let Figure 4 , and let 0 < Â a , Â b , Â c , Â d , Â e , Â f < be the internal dihedral angles at the edges. If Â i , Â j , Â k are three dihedral angles meeting at the same vertex, then they satisfy Â i C Â j C Â k < since T is a truncated tetrahedron. Let a n ; b n ; c n ; d n ; e n ; f n be sequences of integers such that lim n!1 2 a n n D Â a ; : : : ; lim
Theorem 3.2. Let T be the truncated tetrahedron with oriented labeled edges as in
Put N a n D n 1 a n ; : : : ; N f n D n 1 f n :
Using these parameters, the volume of T is given as
is defined for a tetrahedron with oriented edges, and it is not symmetric with respect to the group of symmetries of the tetrahedron. However, the limit of the product ® a n b n e n
Proof. For n big enough, the triples .a n ; b n ; e n /; .a n ; c n ; f n /; .b n ; d n ; f n /; .c n ; d n ; e n /;
. N a n ; N b n ; N e n /; . N a n ; N c n ; N f n /; . N b n ; N d n ; N f n /; . N c n ; N d n ; N e n / are all admissible. Indeed since Â a C Â b C Â e < then a n ; b n ; : : : ; f n < n 2 and so N a n ; : : : N f n < n and 1 < a n Cb n Cc n n < 2 (similarly for the other triangles). The range of sum is reduced and the signature is determined as follows:
² a n b n e n d n c n f n ³ tet D . 1/ n 1 fB d n e n c n gŠfB a n b n e n gŠ fB b n d n f n gŠfB a n f n c n gŠ
gŠfB a n f n c n gŠ fB d n e n c n gŠfB a n b n e n gŠ Ä 2e n A a n b n e n C 1 n n D min.B a n c n f n ; B d n c n e n /: Let
n .z/ D fB a n f n c n C zgfB a n c n f n z C 1gfB d n e n c n C zgfB d n c n e n z C 1g
According to Lemma 2.16, both R 
Moreover, .1/ and .2/ are solutions of
where z n is a sequence such that lim n!1 2 n z n D . Taking the exponential of two times both sides of (3.6), we get
Áˇˇc os. where
and it is equivalent to a quadratic equation
and a D e iÂ a ; : : : ; f D e iÂ f :
The two solutions z 1 D e i .1/ and z 2 D e i .2/ of (3.8) are given by
where G is the Gram matrix of T given by
Recall that the determinant det G is a negative real number since T is a truncated hyperbolic tetrahedron, and we assign
To compare (3.5) with the volume of T , we use the method in [26] based on the following Schläfli's differential formula:
where l a , : : : , l f are lengths of edges labeled by a, : : : , f respectively. Let G ij denote the submatrix of G obtained by deleting the i -th row and j -th column, and let c ij D . 1/ i Cj det G ij be the corresponding cofactor. Then, by (5.2) in [26] (taking into account that with respect to the notation in [26] c and e are exchanged), the length l a is given by 2l a D log 2c On the other hand,
To rationalize the denominator of the right-hand side of (3.12), we compute cos To are solutions of the equation
This implies that
: : :
Hence there is a constant C such that
.2/ / can be extended continuously to the case of ideal tetrahedra whose dihedral angles satisfy 
Invariants of graphs
In this section we exploit the graphical relations satisfied by the algebraic objects studied in the preceding sections to define an invariant of framed, oriented, colored trivalent graphs. Then, we provide a face-model computing the invariant. .2) is proved by using the deformation of the diagram given in Figure 5 and applying twice relation (4.1) and the definition of the 6j -symbols. The equality used in the third step of Figure 5 is easily proved by remarking that it is sufficient to check it for vectors of the form e c 0˝e f u (these vectors together with their images by the action of U .sl 2 / span V c˝V f ) and thus checking it by means of (2.5) and (2.9). The graphical meaning of the 6j -symbol is given in Figure 2 and we also use (4.1). Relation (4.3) is proved similarly. in the universal R-matrix.
Construction.
Let now be a framed oriented trivalent graph without boundary in S 3 and let us fix once and for all a natural number n 2 as well as a root
Let us first fix the notation we shall use in this section: let E 0 ; : : : ; E r be the edges of and let us assume that the framing of forms an orientable surface; this enables us to always assume that, in our drawings, the framing of lies horizontally above the blackboard plane (indeed this can be always achieved up to modifying the diagram of ; see [5] , Lemma 2.3).
Definition 4.3 (Coloring). A coloring on is a map
col W fedgesg ! C n 1 2 Z such that for each tern of edges E i , E j , and E k sharing a vertex v (possibly two edges coincide) it holds
E k / 2 fn 1; n; : : : ; 2n 2g; where f v .E i / is col.E i / if v is the end of E i and n 1 col.E i / otherwise.
Given a trivalent graph embedded in S 3 equipped with an orientation of its edges, a framing and a coloring (such a datum is called colored oriented graph), we can associate to it a complex number which we shall denote h; coli n by the following construction. (2) Colored graphs include colored links, and for links the invariant defined above coincides with the colored Alexander invariant given in [1] and discussed in [9] and [20] . Lemma 2.10 gives a new proof for the independence of the string to cut to make a (1, 1)-tangle. This was first proved in [1] by computation, and then refined and extended to more general settings in [9] by means of theoretical arguments. Comparing with the proof in [9] , we see that 2aCn 2aC1 1 corresponds to d.a/ in Definition 2.3 of [9] expressing the "virtual degree" of the representation V a .
Face model for the invariant.
In this subsection, we construct a face model for the invariant h; coli n which in particular include the colored Alexander invariant defined in [20] by the method already used in Section 6 of [17] . Let .; col/ be a colored, oriented, framed trivalent graph. Let us cut it open along the edge E 1 and put it in a .1; 1/-tangle like position so that the two strands which were contained in E 1 are directed towards the bottom. The diagram T just constructed splits the plane into regions R 0 ; : : : ; R k , where we let R 0 and R 1 be respectively the leftmost and the rightmost regions. Let a 0 , a 1 2 C n 1 2 Z be complex numbers satisfying a 0 C col.E 1 / a 1 2 f0; 1; : : : ; n 1g. We define a state of T as a mapping ' W fR 0 ; R 1 ; R 2 ; : : : ; R d g ! C which satisfies the following conditions: Figure 6 . A tangle diagram T L related to the link L and its regions: the colors of the edges are i and if an arc is directed upwards the color is counted as n 1 i .
(
(2) if R i and R j are adjacent along e k , R i is on the left of e k (with respect to the reader) and R j is on the right of e k , then
where l is an integer and 0 Ä l Ä n 1;
(3) '.R i / is not a half-integer for any i .
Note that the third condition is a genericity condition for a 0 . Let Z a 0 ;a 1 .T / be the state sum
In particular, if is a link, then
is equal to the colored Alexander invariant in [20] .
Proof. The first statement can be proved as in Section 6 of [17] about the correspondence of vertex models and IRF models (see also [5] ), we sketch here the basic ideas (see Figure 7) . As explained previously, the diagram T induces an operator
and hence a scalar (which we previously called .T /). Fix a height function t W T ! OE0; 1
and let now`t be the horizontal line at height t . Intersecting T with a generic t , we get an ordered sequence of colors col.E i 1 /, col.E i 2 /, : : : , col.E i k / (where E i 1 ; : : : ; E i k are the edges of T intersecting`t , read from left to right); if moreover a state s is fixed on T then there is an induced sequence of colors c 0 ; : : : ; c k of the segments composing`n`\ T , such that in particular c 0 D a 0 and c k D a 1 ; we will denote this sequence sj`t . Therefore, for each line`and state s we can consider the morphism op
as the composition
be defined as explained in the previous section using the part of T lying above`. Figure 7 . Vertex-IRF correspondence in [17] .
To prove the theorem it is sufficient to prove that if t 1 and t 2 are two levels such that the preimage of the interval OEt 1 ; t 2 by the height function contains exactly only one extremum or trivalent vertex or crossing of T , then
where s 0 ranges over all the states s 0 of the subdiagram of T lying between`t 1 and t 2 and such that s 0 j`t
. This is sufficient because following these equalities while t goes from 0 to 1 we get op.`0; sj`0/ D Z a 0 ;a 1 .T / op.`1; sj`1/;
where both sj`0 and sj`1 are the sequence .a 0 ; a 1 / and by construction
So to conclude, the reader can check that the coefficients c.s/ associated to maxima are those computed in Lemma 2.10, those associated to minima are computed in equation (2.13) , those associated to a vertex with one leg on the bottom of the picture are 6j -symbols (by the definition of 6j -symbols), those associated to a vertex with two legs on the bottom come from the equality expressed in (A.2), and finally those associated to crossings come from equations (4.2) and (4.3).
To prove the last statement let us note that the left diagram of Figure defined by the vertex model in [20] . On the other hand, the right diagram of Figure 7 represents provided by the \ operator coincides with that provided in [15] , Theorem 2.13, because n 1 k D 1, for all k Ä n 1. Thus the invariant computed through the procedure of cutting a strand of a knot open is equal to the standard polynomial associated to the n-dimensional representation of U q .sl 2 / for generic q divided by OEn and evaluated at q D n which is known to be equal to the Kashaev invariant of the link ( [18] ). But by Theorem 4.6 the invariant can be computed by taking the limit of a face model in which no color is a half integer. If we consider the limit when the colors i tend to .n 1/=2, we have
and, by using this limit, we get that lim 1 ;:::; r ! n 1 2
. 1/ n 1 z Z a 0 ;a 1 .T L / is equal to the Kashaev invariant. Therefore, as long as all the colors of the regions in each state are not half-integers (and this is satisfied for a generic choice of a 0 and a 1 ) every term in the state sum is well-defined, while the face model introduced in [17] is not well-defined if the color of some component is For the Alexander polynomial and Conway potential function of links, a face model was already constructed in [28] by using the representation theory of quantum supergroup gl.1 j 1/ from another point of view. which after shifting the summation indices in (2.9) becomes
and
which is easily seen to be equal to OE2c tC By using (2.1), the formula above is equal to Ä 2f C n 2f C 1 In the last equality we used the identity fA edc C 1; 2c C z C 1gf2c; A edc n 1 g f2c; A af c n 1 g D fA af c C 1; 2c C z C 1g. 1/ aCf e d which is a direct consequence of the definition of the symbol fx; x kg.
